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Given a finite group G and any set of primes n, we define here two subgroups Sn(G) and 
¢~n(G) which are generalisations of the Frattini subgroup of G. (If rt' denotes the complimentary 
set of primes, then we also have the corresponding subgroups where n is replaced by n' in the 
definition.) When G is n-solvable, the results proved here include: (i) G is solvable if and only 
if both G/S~(G) and G/S~,(G) are solvable, (ii) Sn(G) is supersolvable if and only if 
STt(G)/C,(G) is supersolvable, assuming Sn(G) is solvable, (iii) if In I= 2, then On(G) is solvable. 
1. Introduction 
There has been much interest in the past to consider various generalisations of the 
Frattini subgroup of a finite group and to investigate the influence of such a 
subgroup on the structure of the group (see, Deskins [3], Gaschiitz [4], Rose [8], 
and also [7] for a more detailed bibliography.) The objective of this paper is to ex- 
tend some of the results of [7] to the case of n-solvable groups. We introduce here 
two subgroups S~(G) and ¢,n(G) and exhibit their relationship with the given 
group G. 
Let n be any set of primes and n' the complementary set of primes. Let G be a 
finite group. If M< G we denote M< G to indicate that M is a maximal subgroup. 
Also, [G : M],r denotes the it-part of [G : M]. Now consider the following families 
of subgroups: 
J2= 
{M : M< G, [G : M] .  = 1, [G : M] is composite}, 
{M: M< G, [G : M]~,= 1, [G : M] is composite}, 
{M: M< G, [G : M] is composite}, 
{M:M<G, [G:M]rr=l }. 
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Definition 
s.(o)=N {M : gfi} 
S.,(G)= N {M : Me 3r2} 
L(G)=N{M:Me } 
{M : Me 
if ~l is non-empty, otherwise St(G)= G. 
if J2 is non-empty, otherwise S~,(G)= G. 
if ~3 is non-empty, otherwise L(G)= G. 
if 5' 4 is non-empty, otherwise ¢,,~(G)= G. 
Clearly, L(G) c_ Sn(G), L(G) c_ Sn,(G) and qb,~(G) c_St(G ). 
In [7], we investigated St(G) when rt is a singleton set, say { p}. In this special 
case we denoted S,(G) by S(G). A number of characterisations were given in [7] 
and it was proved that S(G) is solvable if either (i) G is p-solvable, or (ii) p is the 
largest prime dividing the order of G. In both cases it was indicated that S(G) is 
quite a useful subgroup controlling the structure of G to some extent. In the present 
paper we show that the subgroup S,(G) may similarly be regarded as noteworthy 
when G is n-solvable. 
When n is a singleton set, say {p}, the subgroup ¢~,~(G) is denoted by ~p(G). 
This special case was first introduced by Deskins in [3] where several interesting pro- 
perties of ¢,p(G) are mentioned. In [7] we proved that ~,(G) is solvable and meta- 
nilpotent. In the present paper we give in Section 4 some more properties of 
¢,,~(G). The subgroup L(G) was studied by H.C. Bhatia in [2] and some char- 
acterisations were given. 
All the groups considered here are finite. We use standard group-theoretic nota- 
tion and terminology as in Gorenstein [5] and Huppert [6]. We denote ¢,(G) to be 
the Frattini subgroup of the group G. 
2. Some conditions implying solvability 
We begin with a preliminary result which we shall use frequently in connection 
with induction arguments in later proofs. 
Lemma 1. Let K < G. Then 
O) S~(G)K/K c_ S~(G/K). Consequently, i fK c_ S~(G), it follows that St(G/K )= 
S~(G)/K. 
(ii) ¢~(G)K/Kc_~(G/K). Consequently, if Kc_C~(G), then ~b~(G/K)= 
~(G)/K.  
(iii) L(G)K/K ~ L(G/K). Consequently, if Kc_L(G), then L(G/K)= L(G)/K. 
Proof. We give the proof of (i) and the other parts could be established by similar 
arguments. Let ~=G/K. Let A~<¢~ such that [¢~ :A~r] is composite and 
[¢~:A~r],~=l. Now J~I=M/K for some M< G and Kc_M. Therefore, [G : M]= 
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[0" )~t]n = 1 and M has composite index. Let J be the intersection of all such 
subgroups M. Then Sn(G)c_J and K c_J and so S~(G)/Kc_ J/K. We claim that 
J/K c_ Sn(G/K). For if not, let xK ~ J /K such that xK ~ S n (G/K) where x e J. Then 
for some M< G we have that xC~M where [G : M]~ = 1, and M has composite in- 
dex. This contradicts the fact that xe J .  Hence, we have that ¢~p(G)K/Kc_ 
S.(G/K). [] 
We recall that a group G is called n-separable if each chief factor is a n-group 
or a n'-group; G is called n-solvable if G is n-separable and each n-chief factor is 
solvable (see, for example, Huppert [6, p. 659]). Thus every chief factor of a n- 
solvable group is either a n'-group or a p-group for some prime p ~ n. 
Lemma 2. Let G be a n-solvable group. Then 
(i) Every maximal subgroup of  G has index which is either a n-number, or a n'- 
number. 
(ii) L(G)=Sn(G)AS~,(G). 
Proof. (i) We use induction on the order of G. Let M,~ G. Let N be a minimal nor- 
mal subgroup of G contained in M. Then N is a n-group or a n'-group (see for ex- 
ample, Gorenstein [5, Theorem 6.3. l(iii), p. 227]). Note that N:~ G since otherwise 
M= G which is not possible. The result thus holds by induction hypothesis for the 
group G/N. Now, M/N,~. G/N. Since G/Nis n-solvable, we get that [G/N: M/N] 
is a n-number, or a n'-number. As [G/N: M/N] = [G : M], the result now follows. 
(ii) now follows readily using (i) and the definitions of L(G), Sn(G) and 
S~,( G ). [] 
For our proofs we shall use the following unpublished result: 
Theorem 3 (Bhatia [2]). L(G) is supersolvable. 
Proof. Let us denote L(G) by the abbreviation L. Let p be the largest prime dividing 
ILl and let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of L. First, it is shown that P<G.  Suppose, 
if possible, that P is not normal in G. Then by the Frattini argument G = LN c (P). 
Let S < G such that No(P)c_ S. Then G =LS. Since L ~S, it follows that S has 
prime index, say q in G. Then it follows that 
[G : S] = [LS: S] = [L : LAS]  =q. 
Since NL(P)<_LAS, by the Sylow theorem, [L : LAS]  = 1 + kp for some integer k. 
Also q divides ]L [. This contradicts the fact that p is the largest prime dividing [L [. 
Hence we must have that P < G. 
Now, we use induction on the order of G. Let a be a minimal normal subgroup 
of G contained in P. Since A is nilpotent, it follows by Baer [1, Lemma 1, p. 118] 
that A is abelian. Moreover, since by Lemma l(iii), L(G/A)=L(G) /A,  it follows 
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by the induction hypothesis that L(G)/A is supersolvable. Now let V be a 
supersolvable-projector of L. Then L =AV. If V~:L, then by Huppert [6, Satz 7.15, 
p. 704], VAA=(1) .  This implies that G=LNa(V)=ANc(V).  If V<G, then 
L =A x V and V is not a projector of L. Therefore, there exists a maximal subgroup 
S of G containing No(V). Then G=AS and A$S.  By Baer [1, Lemma 1, p. 118], 
IAI = [G : S]. Therefore, S has prime index and hence A is a cyclic group of prime 
order. Since L(G)/A is supersolvable, it follows that L(G) is supersolvable. 
We note that the theorem is valid even when L(G)= G, that is when the family 
,~ is empty (see the introduction for the definition of L(G) and ~) .  For, if ~ is 
empty, then every maximal subgroup of G has prime index, and so G is super- 
solvable by a well known theorem of Huppert [6, Hauptsatz 9.5, p. 718]. [] 
Proposition 4. Let G be n-solvable. Then either 
(i) one of the subgroups S~(G) or S~,(G), is a proper subgroup of  G, or 
(ii) G is supersolvable. 
Proof. If for each maximal subgroup M of G, we have that [G : M] is prime (not 
necessarily the same prime for each M < G), then G is supersolvable by Huppert 
[6, Hauptsatz 9.5, p. 718], and so we have the second case of the proposition. Other- 
wise, there exists some M< G such that [G : M] is composite; that is, the family 
'(see the introduction) is non-empty. Further G being r~-solvable, by Lemma 2(i), 
[G : M] is a zt-number or a r~'-number. Hence at least one of the two families 
and J2 (see the introduction) is non-empty. Therefore, at least one of S~(G) or 
S~,(G) is a proper subgroup of G. [] 
Theorem 5. Let G be n-solvable. Then either Sn(G) or Sn,(G) is solvable. 
Proof. Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G contained in S~(G). Since G is 
g-solvable, we have that N is either a it'-group, or a p-group for some prime p e n, 
we distinguish two cases: 
Case 1: N is a it'-group. If N=G, then G is a zt'-group and so S~(G) becomes 
equal to L(G) and so it is solvable by Theorem 3. Thus we may now assume that 
N is properly contained in G. If every maximal subgroup of G is of prime index, 
then G is supersolvable by Huppert [6, Hauptsatz 9.5, p. 718], and the theorem then 
follows. So, there exists some M< G such that [G :M]  is composite. Now by 
Lemma 2(i), [G : M] is a ~z-number or a rt'-number. If for every M< G such that 
[G : M] is composite, we have that [G : M]r~ = 1, then it follows from the definition 
that S~(G)=L(G) and so by Theorem 3, Sn(G) is solvable and the result follows. 
Thus we may now assume that at least some M< G such that [G :M],~ = 1 and 
[G:M]  is composite. Note that [G:M]  is a g-number. Now, if N~M,  then the 
maximality of M implies that G=MN. Consequently, [G :M] = [N]/[MAN] is a 
~r'-number since by hypothesis [N[ is a ~z'-number. This contradicts the fact [G : M] 
is a ~z-number. Hence, it now follows that Nc_M for any M< G such that 
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[G" M]n, = 1 and [G" M] is composite. Therefore, No_ Sn,(G). Since by hypothesis, 
NO_ Sn(G) it now follows that No_ S~(G)OS~,(G) which by Lemma 2(ii) is equal to 
L(G). By Theorem 3, L(G) is supersolvable and so N is solvable. 
Now, we use induction on the order of G. By Lemma l(i), we have that 
Sn(G/N)=Sn(G)/N, Sn,(G/N) ~_ Sn,(G)N/N. 
By induction hypothesis, either S~(G/N) or Sn,(G/N) is solvable because N is a 
proper subgroup of G. Since N is solvable it follows that either S~(G) or Sn,(G) is 
solvable, proving the theorem. 
Case 2: N is a p-group for some p ~ n. We now have that N is solvable since it 
is a p-group. If N= G, then G is solvable and the result follows. So we may now 
assume that N is a proper subgroup of G. Since N is solvable, the result now follows 
readily by repeating the induction argument made in the last paragraph of Case 1. [] 
Corollary 6. Let G be n-solvable. Then G is solvable if and only if both G/Sn(G) 
and G/Sn,(G) are solvable. 
Corollary 6 illustrates the fact that the structure of a n-solvable group is con- 
trolled by the subgroups Sn(G) and Sn,(G). Our primary motivation has been to 
search for subgroups of a finite group which play the role of controlling, to some 
extent, the structure of the given group. 
Next we consider two different set of primes n! and n 2 and the corresponding 
subgroups S~(G) and S~2(G). We prove 
Theorem 7. Let hi, 7[ 2 be two disjoint sets of  primes. Suppose that G is either n I - 
solvable, or hE-SOlvable. Then one of  the following four subgroups: Sni(G) n Snj(G) 
where ni 6 {nl, n~}, nj e {hE, n~}, is supersolvable. 
We remark that when nl and 7t 2 are singleton sets, it was proved by us in [7] 
under the hypothesis of Theorem 7 that Sn~(G)ASn2(G ) is supersolvable. 
Proof. By Theorem 5, we have that one of the four subgroups in the statement of 
Theorem 7 is solvable. Denote this subgroup by H. Without loss of generality we 
may assume that H=Snt(G)ASn2(G). We now show by using induction on the 
order of G that H is supersolvable. We suppose that H#: 1 as otherwise there is 
nothing to prove. Let N be a minimal normal subgroup o f  G contained in H. Since 
H is solvable, it follows that N is elementary abelian. Now by applying induction 
hypothesis and using Lemma 1, we have that Sn,(G/N)AS~2(G/N)=H/N is 
supersolvable. We remark that if N is cyclic, then it is now immediate that H is 
supersolvable and the proof is complete. 
Let M< G. If N~M,  then G =MN. Since N is abelian, it is easy to see that 
MAN= (1) (see for example, Baer [1, p. 118]). So [G : M] = INI. Suppose, if possi- 
ble, that [G:M]n, = 1. Then [G:M]  must be a prime, since if [G :M]  is corn- 
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posite, then by the definition of S,,(G) it will follow that Nc_ S,~,(G)gM and so 
G=M, a contradiction. Thus [G :M]  = [NI is a prime and so N is cyclic and the 
result will then follow by the remark at the end of the last paragraph. Hence, we 
now assume that [G : M],~, ¢ 1. Similarly, we assume that [G : M],~ 2 ¢ 1. Since rt 1 
and rr2 are disjoint sets and [G:M]  = INI, it follows that N is divisible by two 
distinct primes, a contradiction to the fact that N is elementary abelian. Hence, we 
have that Nc_.M for every M< G. Consequently, Nc_ q~(G). It now follows that 
H/~(G)= (H/N)/(~(G)/N), is supersolvable, since H/N is supersolvable. Conse- 
quently, H/C~(H) is supersolvable and the result now follows using a well known 
result of Huppert. [] 
3. Some properties of the subgroup S~(G) 
Following Baer [1] in spirit, we call a normal subgroup H of G an s~-subgroup 
if H/NAS~(G/N)¢(1)for every normal subgroup N of G which is properly con- 
tained in H. We have 
Theorem 8. (i) S~(G) is the largest s~-subgroup ofG; every proper s~-subgroup of 
G is contained in S~(G). 
(ii) S~(G)= n {N: N<~G, S~(G/N)= l }. 
Proof. We sketch the proof of (i); (ii) follows easily using Lemma 1. Clearly, 
S~(G) is a s~-subgroup. Let H be any s~-subgroup of G. Using induction on 
[HI, we show that Hc_S~(G). Let N<G be such that Kc_N and K<G. First 
suppose that K~N. Now since H is an S~-subgroup, H/K is an S~-subgroup and 
so we get that (H/K)/(N/K)AS~(G/K)/(N/K)¢ 1. By induction it now follows 
that H/KNS~(G/K)=S~(G/K)by Lemma 1. Hence, Hc_S~(G). Again, if N is a 
minimal normal subgroup itself, or H is a minimal normal subroup, it follows easily 
that Hc__ S~(G). [] 
By a well known theorem of Huppert, a group G is supersolvable if and only if 
G/q~(G) is supersolvable. The following result uses the theory of 'formations' (see 
Huppert [6, Chapter VI, §7]). 
Theorem 9. Assuming that Sn(G) is solvable, Sn(G)/~b(G) issupersolvable if and 
only if Sn(G) is supersolvable. 
Proof. If Sx(G) is supersolvable, then trivially S~(G)/~b(G) is supersolvable. Now 
suppose S~(G)/q~(G) is supersolvable. We use induction on the order of G. If 
¢~(G) has two Sylow subgroups Pl,P 2 corresponding to distinct primes, then it 
follows by induction and applying Lemma 1 that S~(G)/Pi, i = 1, 2, is supersolvable 
and hence S~(G) is supersolvable proving the result. So, we now suppose that 
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~0(G) = P where P is a group of prime power order. Now, if ~(P) ~ 1, then the result 
follows immediately by using induction. So we now assume that ~(P)= 1 and so P 
is elementary abelian. By Huppert [6, VI, Satz 7.15, p. 703], we have that 
Sn(G)=S~rT where S~r is the supersolvable residual of Sn(G), S~rf)T= (1). It is 
easy to see that T< G so we have S~(G)= Sex  T. Hence S~(G) is supersolvable. 
Theorem 10. Let G be n-solvable and Sn(G) solvable. Then Sn(Sn(G))= Sn(G). 
Proof. We use induction on the order of G. We remark that the result holds readily 
for supersolvable groups since for such groups every maximal subgroup is of prime 
index. We assume that S~(G):/: 1, as otherwise there is nothing to prove. 
Case 1: S~(G) is a n'-group. Let Nbe  a minimal normal subgroup of G, contain- 
ed in S~(G). Then N is elementary abelian, say IN] =r  a where r~n and a_> I. Let 
M< G. If Ng~M, then G=MN. Also since N is an abelian, MNN=(1)  (see, for 
example, Baer [1, p. 118]). So, [G : M] is a n'-number. If [G : M] is composite, then 
Sn(G)c.M and so G=M, a contradiction. Thus, [G :M]= [Nl=r and so N is 
cyclic. By induction hypothesis, Sn(G)/N is supersolvable and this together with 
the fact that N is cyclic implies that Sn(G) is supersolvable and so the result 
follows. Thus we may assume that N is contained in every maximal subgroup of G, 
so No_ ~(G). It now follows that Sn(G)/~(G)is upersolvable, since Sn(G)/N is 
supersolvable. Hence by Theorem 9, we have that Sn(G) is supersolvable and again 
the result follows. 
Case 2: S~(G) is a n-group. Let Nbe  a minimal normal subgroup of G contained 
in Sn(G). Then N is elementary abelian and is a n-group or a n'-group. If N is a 
n'-group, then the result follows by arguing as in Case 1. So, we may assume that 
N is a n-group. Then the result follows as in Theorem 9, corresponding to the case 
when ~(P)= 1 and using Huppert [6, VI, Satz 7.15, p. 703]. [] 
Now we give a result to calculate S~(G) when G is a direct product. We omit the 
proof. 
Theorem 11. (i) I f  G=A×B (IAI, IBI)= 1, then S~(G)=S~(A)×S~(B). 
(ii) I f  G = A × B and either A or B is supersolvable, then S~(G) = S~(A) × S~(B). 
4. The subgroup ~(G)  
We give some conditions under which ~b,~(G) (see Section 1 for the definition) is 
solvable. The motivation behind this is that if both ~bn(G) and G/C~(G) are 
solvable, then G is solvable, the same was also the case for proving similar results 
for S~(G). First we prove a preliminary result. 
Lemma 12. Let L < G and L a n'-group. Then L ~ ~(G)  if and only if L ~ ~(G). 
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Proof. If L ~ ~(G), then L c ~n(G). Now let L c_ ~,~(G). If L c_ ~(G) there exists 
M,~ G, such that L~M.  Consequently, G=LM. So, [G : M],r = 1, since L is a r~'- 
group by hypothesis. Therefore, ¢,,~(G)c_M implying that L _cM and so G=M, a 
contradiction. Hence it follows that L c qb(G). [] 
Theorem 13. Let G be n-solvable, where n= {p,q}. Then ¢~n(G) & solvable. 
Proof. We use induction on the order of G. Assume that ~n(G):g 1. Let N be a 
minimal normal subgroup of G contained in qbn(G). Then by induction hypothesis 
~r(G/N) is solvable and by Lemma l(ii), ~n(G/N)= ~(G) /N .  If N is  n-solvable, 
the result will now follows. Now G is n-solvable and so Nis a n-group or a n'-group. 
If N is a n-group, then N is solvable by using Burnside's paqb theorem since 
n= {p,q}. If N is  a n'-group, then we have by Lemma 12 than N c ~(G), so Nis 
solvable because ~(G) is solvable, hence the result follows. [] 
Finally, we state the following theorem without proof which follows easily from 
Lemma 12. 
Theorem 14. Let G be n-solvable, l f  either ¢~n(G) has a solvable, Hall n-subgroup 
or ~b~(G) is a n'-group, then ¢~n(G) is solvable. 
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